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The trace anomaly for nonminimally coupled scalars in
spherically reduced gravity obtained by Bousso and Hawking
[1] is incorrect. We explain the reasons for the deviations from
our correct (published) result which is supported by several
other recent papers.
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The computation of the flux of Hawking radiation from
the trace anomaly has a long history [2]. For the case
of gravity, spherically reduced to 1+1 dimensions, some-
what surprisingly, up to very recent times only calcula-
tions existed which were based on minimal coupling to
(massless) scalar elds. However, spherical reduction for
the matter interaction leads to an additional factor re-
lated to the dilaton eld. Besides, also the integration
measure for the scalars in the path integral is to be mod-
ied by the same factor.
This problem is closely related to our recent work on
minimally coupled scalars in 2d Hawking radiation [3] for
a very general class of 2d models with one horizon and
various global properties of the geometric background [4].
Therefore in [5] we treated the most general case of the
gravity models of ref. [4], even allowing for a measure
for a scalar eld with arbitrary dependence on the dila-
ton eld. As pointed out by us already in [5], the trace
anomaly for the special case of spherically reduced grav-
ity diers from the | at that time unpublished | result
of Bousso and Hawking [1].
First of all the authors of [1] use the 2D path inte-
gral measure for scalar elds rather than the spherically







where g is determined from the 2D metric obtained by
spherical symmetric reduction of the 4D line element
ds2 = gdxdx + e
−2dΩ2 : (2)
The normalization condition for eigenmodes is
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−ge−2ff0 = ;0 : (3)





−ge−2ff0 = ;0 : (4)
Therefore in the standard -function or heat kernel meth-
ods one must rst introduce new elds ~f = e−f obeying
the familiar 2D normalization condition




−g ~f ~f0 = ;0 : (5)
This is equivalent to using the -function of ~A =
eAe− in the denition of the eective action and stress
energy tensor. This correct path integral measure was
used in [6] thus leading to results coinciding with ours.
Bousso and Hawking use A instead of  ~A. Hence their
results are not related to spherically reduced 4D quantum
matter.
Also the method used by the authors of [1] to calcu-
late the anomaly for a given operator is ambiguous. The
simplest way to dene the trace of the stress energy ten-
sor is to use behavior of the eective action W under













gk(x)T  (x) :
(6)
However, if one applies only a global scale transformation
instead { as Bousso and Hawking do { one can only ob-
tain an integral of T  . This obviously is not enough to
x T  . Bousso and Hawking correctly admit an ambigu-
ity in their approach which, however goes even beyond
total derivatives. Here it must be stressed that such an
ambiguity is only a weakness of their technique [1] { it
does not reflect any physical ambiguity. As soon as the
action and the path integral measure are xed T  is de-
termined uniquely by a local k(x) at least if the same
(zeta -) regularization is employed. The correct result for




(R− 6(r)2 + 62) (7)
whereas in [1] the last term in (7) reads −22. In the
published version of [1] we also now noticed a reference
to the work of Chiba and Siino [7] which we had not been
aware of before. Also that reference already contains the
correct trace anomaly just as the even earlier work of
1
Mukhanov et al. [6]. Searching now the literature on this
subject for the period after [1] had been put into the elec-
tronic archives, we realized the existence of several new
papers [9,7] which all support our calculation. Therefore
it is dicult to understand why the mistake in [1] had
not been corrected by the authors themselves, and why
the same incorrect expression even had been used again
in a later paper [10] of the same authors.
We regret very much that several attempts to settle
this issue by correspondence did not lead to a correction
of [1] in the nal printed version. These authors also
still do not refer to our paper [5] although it had even
appeared in print in the meantime. Equally regrettable is
the consequence that recent work by other authors almost
exclusively refers to the incorrect result of [1] and not to
the correct one of [5,9,6{8] among which our treatment
is the most general one.
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